[DNA and MST entropy and current of entropy. New parameters of tumor biological characterization].
The clinical significance of the entropy of the integrated optical density E (IOD) and the corresponding entropiefluss EF (IOD) is discussed as well as the structural entropy E (MST) and its entropiefluss EF (MST). The E (IOD) is based upon the formula given by Stenkvist and Strande. It describes the statistical entropy of the DNA distribution of tumor cell nuclei; the E (MST) is based upon differences in IOD and distance between neighboring tumor cell nuclei and describes the deviation of tumor structure from a "biological constant" structure. The entropiefluss measures the current of entropy or irreversibly created heat which has to be removed through the surface of the tumor. It is a universally valid description of a thermodynamically open system and measures the distance of such a system from its equilibrium stage. The clinical significance of these parameters is tested on 241 specimens of human lung carcinomas and intrapulmonary metastases of extrapulmonary malignancies. The surgical specimens were fixed with buffered formalin. Histological sections cut from paraffin-embedded tissue were FEULGEN stained. The nuclei of the histomorphological images were segmented using an automated image analyzing system, and the attributed minimum spanning trees (MST) were calculated. The following results were obtained: The measured E (IOD) and E (MST) showed significant differences in the primary carcinomas compared to those measured in intrapulmonary lymph node metastases or intrapulmonary metastases. The survival of patients was remarkably improved if the carcinomas displayed a low E (MST), EF (IOD), and EF (MST).